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About This Game

The King has been kidnapped, and the land of Reynard is under siege! Gather a party, and travel your way to different lands
on a quest to re-seal an ancient evil. MazeQuest is a throwback to the 16 bit RPG era, with colorful 2d graphics and top-down

turn based combat. The game is designed to be simple for casual players, but with rich storylines, and strategy to satisfy the
most diehard RPG buffs!

Some features include:

-Over 40 unique character classes, some will join and some will fight you.
-A hex based combat positioning system.

-A novel and finely tuned skill system with over 40 skills, each can be leveled up
-Over 20 spells with their own unique particle effect animations.

-Over 10 different weapon types, each with different advantages / drawbacks.
-Choose your starting character from 4 unique classes and build them in any way you want.

-Explore, loot and fight your way through 5 different lands, each with unique enemies and bosses.
-A well balanced financial system. You must buy equipment, potions and skill books, but you will

only have so much money. Spending your money wisely is key to success!
-No Advertisements, Pop-ups, or In-App purchases. You get the full game.
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maize quest 2018. maze quest 2

I've owned a couple prior versions of Airport Madness, and this is definitely the best by far. The new tower view makes the
game so much more enthralling and fun than the others. Stellar work!. Terrible!

I read a couple reviews before i bought this game as it didnt look quite right to me. Those reviews said that it was smooth and
fluid and really similar to its obvious inspiration in the 'Strikers' arcade series.

WRONG!!

This game is glitchy and controls terribly. I couldnt bring myself to finish the first level due to the player ship freeling heavy,
unbalanced and anything but smooth.

I have a good enough specce'd PC to play most modern games and yet the frame rate of this game is jumpy and not what is
expected from a fairly simple game.

Luckily i didnt pay the full price for this.

The most annoying this about this game is that it feels like it doesnt need much fixing to actually be good. My questio is why
release a game that isnt finoished, the programmers obviously played it and didnt care.

The new 'TATE' mode doesnt actually work, it flips but in a widescreen fashion and doesnt actually scale to a full vertical
aspect. this is one of their new features ???

One other review stated that ' All shmup fans MUST play this, Ignore this completely. If you are a casual gamer you might not
notice the flawws. if you are a serious shooter fan then avoid at all costs, you will regret the purchase immediately.

lets hope its fixed in future.. Very surprised at so many negative reviews I thought this was an epic short horror experience felt
like I was literally in the ring VHS and cheap as spaghetti
https://youtu.be/_Ofykn98DOo. Great sound effects.. This game is great fun to play and with more content it would be truly
Awesome!
Also don't let the minimum system requirements put you off, I can run it on high settings 1080p with my Gtx 1050 2gb easily.

EDIT> This game has been abandoned.. An amazing game that provides nostalgia to the older 2D platformers, while still
bringing lots of new things to the table!
Would recommend to anyone.
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. 6/10

It's okay, but really your money is best spent on other management sims. Very complex, very detailed, but with no real tutorial,
and no guide that means plenty of time wondering what is going on and how to do simple things. The user interface is not really
user friendly, it takes time to learn the basics. If they had a good tutorial that would no doubt make the game enjoyable, that said
if you only like gridiron football management games, I know of none better than this game (that said I know of no other gridiron
football management games period*), just with all the other games I have on steam, really a waste of money. I like it enough to
probably play it once in a while from time to time, but really do not see myself getting more than 50 hours out of this game
lifetime.

*=GLB is different to this, I do not consider that a management game

Note: if you love calling plays every single snap then it might be for you, just I find having to update my roster every week in
relation to injuries a waste of time, really wish they had an auto function that would do that for me based on position
depth...maybe they do mind you (I do not think so, I have looked and am pretty miticulous, just there is so much detail to this
without direction that not sure if I just skipped over it...). could have a small human option but overall, awesome vr game!. I like
this. Only improvement suggestion would be some terrain that could fit buildings from different terrain types. I ran out of some
slots for some special buildings.
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